Instructional Continuity

• Hardware Requirements
  • Zoom
    • Install and Configure Zoom
    • Learn Zoom Basics
    • Hold Office Hours with Zoom
    • Host a Seminar or Discussion Group with Zoom
    • Deliver a Live Lecture with Zoom
    • Record a Lecture with Zoom
    • Transferring Zoom Recordings Between Courses or Semesters
  • Microsoft Teams
    • Install Microsoft Teams on your computer
    • Using Microsoft Teams
    • Hold a seminar or discussion group with Microsoft Teams
    • Hold office hours with Microsoft Teams
    • Record a Microsoft Teams meeting
    • Repairing Microsoft Teams
• Remote Access to Student Computer Labs
  • SRH 3.262 - Restricted to LBJP Students
  • WMB 1.114 - Restricted to Architecture students
• Panopto
  • Panopto Videos In Canvas